MEASUREMENT

Units:
- acres
- degrees
- intervals
- decades

Amount:
- capacity
- quantity
- excess
- extent

Distance & length:
- latitude
- diameter

Actions:
- span
- survey

MONEY

Forms & movement:
- bonds
- possession
- inflation

Financial status:
- revenue
- loan
- debt
- prosperity
- budget
- poverty

Time, measurement, & money
(Gr6 and higher)

TIME

How fast or often:
- promptly
- fleet
- constant
- occasionally

Order:
- prior
- preceding

Time periods:
- decades
- era
- contemporary
Time, measurement, & money (Gr6 and higher)
Word-family map

**extend**

- extends
- extended
- extending

- hyperextension
- coextension
- overextend
- overextends
- overextended
- overextending

- extent
- extension
- extensive
- extensively

- extended family
- extension cord
- extended warranty
- contract extension
- browser extension
- life-extending
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Word-family map

possesses
possessed
possessing

dispossession
repossession
prepossession
self-possession
self-possessed
dispossess
repo
repossess
prepossess

possessive pronoun
prized possession
material possessions
demonic possession

possession
possessions
possessiveness
possessive
possessively
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Word-family map

poverty line
impoverished community
poverty-stricken

poverty

impoverishment
impoverish
impoverished
impoverishing
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Word-family map

- precedes
- preceded
- preceding
- take precedence
- set a precedent
- legal precedent
- unprecedented times
- precedent
- precedence
- predecessor
- precessional
- unprecedented
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Multiple-meaning-word map

To a **degree**, academic freedom is a reality today because Socrates practiced civil disobedience. *(A letter from Birmingham Jail)*

As yet, she cannot even be certain of the **degree** of her own regard nor of its reasonableness. She has known him only a fortnight. *(Pride and prejudice)*

**degrees**

qualifications from a college or university (n)

Moshe Kai Cavalin isn’t your typical teen. He has two college **degrees**, but he’s too young to vote. *(NASA teen)*

At temperatures of 78 **degrees** Celsius, carbon dioxide becomes a white solid called dry ice. *(Chemical reactions)*

During the course of her long and distinguished career, Senator Smith was the recipient of ninety-five honorary **degrees** from educational institutions across the country. *(Margaret Chase Smith)*

The afternoon soil temperature may be as hot as 140 **degrees** F. Just a foot or two underground, the temperature might be 85 **degrees**. *(Amazing animals of the Mojave)*
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Multiple-meaning-word map

Tom **surveyed** his last touch with the eye of an artist, then he gave his brush another gentle sweep and **surveyed** the result, as before. *(The adventures of Tom Sawyer)*

**Survey**
- to look at the whole of something carefully (v)
- an examination of land for a specific purpose (n)
- a set of questions used to find out information about people or organizations (n)

Sure enough, **surveys** of either side of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge found rocks with a pattern of alternating polarity stripes. *(Hess Wegener)*

Students in a fourth grade class answered this **survey** question: “Where would you like to visit?” *(Temperature and negative numbers)*

Washington, DC was to be the capital of the United States. A **survey**, or a map of the land, had to be made. *(Benjamin Banneker)*

Nearly half of Venezuelans say they cannot afford to eat three meals a day. The information comes from a **survey** of 1,200 adults. *(Desperate Venezuelans: Food in garbage)*

After breakfast the first thing Henry did was to **survey**, with critical eyes, the spot they had chosen for a pool. *(The boxcar children)*